Bodies of Knowledge Working Group

Thursdays at Noon, 16 Joseph Henry House

Hosted by Elena Fratto (Slavic) and Amy Krauss (Global Health Program)

October 11
‘Enjoy your Symptom!’: An Artist’s Guide to Psychosis in Sasha Sokolov’s “A School for Kids”
Julia Vaingurt (University of Illinois at Chicago)

December 13
Crip Heroes of the British Empire
Natalie Prizel (Princeton University)

February 7
Radioactive Phantoms and the Politics of Exposure in Coastal Fukushima
Ryo Morimoto (Princeton University)

February 28
Understanding PFOA: Ethnography, Advocacy, and Enduring Disregard in the Ruins of Plastics
David Bond (Bennington College, Institute for Advanced Study)

March 28
Title TBA
Zoë Wool (Rice University)

April 4
Zoopsychology and Pavlovian Models in Child Upbringing and Service Dog Training in Soviet Culture, 1930s
Henrietta Mondry (University of Canterbury, New Zealand)

April 11
Telepathy and Mind Control in Bolshevik Science Fiction, 1917–1930
Nikolai Krementsov (University of Toronto)

April 26
Art as Bodily Knowledge: Practice and Theory
Irina Sirotkina (Russian Academy of Sciences: Moscow Higher School of Education)

Lunch will be provided.

RSVP: Victoria Tang (victoriatang@princeton.edu)

Sponsors: Humanities Council and Slavic Department